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The Global Stock Image Market 2012

The Survey

Johannes Glückler

This is the first ever global survey of the stock image
suppliers market.
We define the stock image market as the business of
licensing pre-produced visual/audio-visual content for
specific uses. The value chain of this industry consists
of image creators (photographers, cinematographers,
graphic designers), image users (e.g. news media, advertising, publishers) and intermediate image suppliers
who provide the commercial trade of usage rights in
return for royalty payments. This report focuses on the
latter group of players: image suppliers.
In summer 2012, for-profit image suppliers all
across the world were invited to complete an online
questionnaire in order to identify market volume, business segments, practices and trends. Using multiple
sources of investigation and pre-existing databases we
identified 2,342 suppliers. 250 suppliers participated
in the survey which corresponds with a response rate
of 10 per cent. The respondent firms named another 97
partner agencies with which they distribute their content to the global market. To the best of our knowledge
we currently identify a total of 2,439 for-profit image
suppliers in the world. Following on the report Players,
Products, Business (Glückler und Panitz 2013), this
second report focuses on the acquisition of market intelligence, distribution strategies and the performance
of business models.

Robert Panitz

Market Intelligence
The Use of Market Information

DO YOU USE MARKET INFORMATION TO SPECIALIZE
YOUR IMAGE PORTFOLIO?

YES
NO

4

58%
42%

1
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Market intelligence is the process of acquiring and analyzing information in order to understand the market,
meet and anticipate current and future customer needs
and preferences a.
Continuous shifts of market trends and changing
customer preferences have been forcing stock image
suppliers to continuously adapt to these changes. A
majority of 58 per cent of image suppliers reported that
they used such information to assemble specific image
portfolios 1 . Small suppliers, in particular, often seem
to lack resources to develop a product portfolio based
on systematic market research. Our analysis suggests
that smaller suppliers do use market information less
frequently to adapt their image banks to customer
needs. In fact, those suppliers who collect market information to adapt their image portfolios have an average
of 13 employees and 2 million images. In contrast,
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IMAGE USERS, MEDIA AND SALES PARTNERS ARE THE
PRIMARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON CUSTOMER
PREFERENCES AND MARKET TRENDS
important

2

7

image users
sales partners
competitors

6

media
5

trade fairs
4

local community
3
2
1

unimportant
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image suppliers who don’t make systematic use of
market information have a mean of five employees and
only about 800,000 images on stock.

How Image Suppliers Create Intelligence
Image suppliers can use diverse channels and mechanisms to acquire information about current and future
trends, customer needs and preferences. The survey
highlights six fundamental channels through which
image suppliers attain this market intelligence 2 .
The most important source of information on market opportunities and customer needs are existing customers (image users). On a scale from 1 (unimportant)
to 7 (important) the direct contact with image users
was rated highest with a mean score of 5.5. The second
most important source of information is the media
with a mean score of 5.2, followed by sales partnerships
(4.6) and trade fairs (4.2). Interestingly, competitors
and the local creative community in each supplier’s
geographical location were considered least important
among these alternatives.

Customer Focus
Language

AGENCIES FROM ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRIES ARE
LESS GLOBALIZED IN THEIR LANGUAGE OFFERING

3
Agencies from English-speaking countries
that offer images also in other languages.

10%

74%
Agencies from non-English-speaking
countries that offer images also in English.
© GSIM Heidelberg
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The use of language is decisive for both product search
and license transactions. Regardless of the home
economy of an image supplier, English is the global
language for visual content: the vast majority, 85 per
cent of respondents, offers their images in English on
their digital image banks. Due to the large response
from Germany, it is not surprising that 40 per cent of
suppliers offer their stock in German. 13 per cent of
suppliers offer digital stock in French.
In the sample, a total of 168 image suppliers were
selling images internationally: 76 suppliers are located
in English-speaking countries b and 92 in other countries. While 74 per cent of the agencies in non-Englishspeaking countries offer their content also in English,
only 10 per cent of Anglophone agencies offer additional languages to their customers 3 . This finding
demonstrates that English certainly is the lingua franca
of the stock image industry and that the US and UK
markets represent a significant share of the global business. These figures, however, also suggest that agencies
based in Anglophone countries seem less inclined to
adapt to other regional markets and offer multi-lingual
image banks and services.

The Global Stock Image Market 2012

Customizing Search Results

DO YOU CUSTOMIZE SEARCH RESULTS BASED ON
WHO THE CUSTOMER IS?
YES

21%

NO 79%

4
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One important outcome from using market information is that image suppliers may adapt their offerings
to customer preferences. Due to digital technology, the
search and buying history of customers leaves a digital
trace in the electronic databases. When image suppliers
systematically analyze search histories, they are able
to provide customized search results and hit lists for
future searches, tailored to the anticipated needs of
each customer. However, this service requires specific
technologies. 21 per cent of all respondents indicated
the use of such a technology 4 .

Industry Events
CEPIC Congress as World-Leading Event
THE CEPIC CONGRESS IS THE HOT SPOT OF THE
GLOBAL STOCK IMAGE MARKET

5

CEPIC Congress
PACA Conference
PICTA
Frankfurt Book Fair
Picture Buyers Fair
Visa Pour L'image
Picture House
Visual Connections Image Expo
Others
0

50
Visitors

100 %
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Conferences, conventions and trade fairs have become
an increasingly important way to collect up-to-date
knowledge about the market and to screen for new opportunities, trends and potential business partners. For
the global stock image market, the CEPIC Congress has
developed into the most attractive event of the industry. Almost half of all image suppliers in the sample had
attended the Congress at least once within the last five
years 5 . The PACA annual conference is the other top
event in the industry: 23 per cent of all image suppliers
traveled to the US within the same period. In addition,
and given the regional bias in our sample, 18 per cent
of all suppliers attended the German PICTA conference as well as the Frankfurt Book Fair. Other trade
fairs with significant participation were the Picture
Buyers Fair and La Visa Pour L’image, both mentioned
by 14 per cent of the respondents, and Picture House
(13%) and the Visual Connections Image Expo (10%).
36 agencies named additional trade fairs with minor
participation only.

Congress Benefits
The most important reason for image suppliers to attend the congresses is to cultivate and refresh existing
partnerships with other agencies (score 5.3), followed
by the screening of market trends (5.1). Other categories with high scores are the acquisition of new partner
agencies and the enforcement of one’s own visibility
(both 4.7). In addition, the cultivation of existing client
relationships as well as the comparison and exchange
with competitors was also found to be important for
the congress participants (score 4.6). In contrast,
the acquisition of new clients (3.5), new technologies

6
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THE BENEFITS OF INDUSTRY EVENTS ARE MOSTLY
ABOUT PARTNERSHIPS, TREND SPOTTING AND
VISIBILITY

important

6

(3.4), photographers (2.5) or of skilled labor (1.9) were
rated less important 6 . These results demonstrate the
crucial role of congresses, conferences and trade fairs
for opening and securing sales channels to the regional
markets of the global economy.

7

Sales Partnerships

6
Cultivation of partnerships
Acquisition of new partners
Cultivation of client
relationships
Acquisition of new clients

5
4

Cultivation of photographer
relations

3

Recruitment of new personnel

2

Observation of market trends
Creation of own visibility
Comparison and exchange
with competitors
Acquisition of new web and
image technologies
Acquisition of new
photographers

1

unimportant
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The Logic of Linkage
Sales partnerships have a long history. Traditionally,
picture agencies maintained selected partnerships with
agencies in other countries to distribute own content
abroad and, often in reciprocation, a partner’s content
in one’s domestic market (Wilkinson 1997). Since the
mid-1990s, however, digital technology, new business
models and an increasing fluctuation of image suppliers in the market have created a veritable boom of
sales alliances, both internationally and within national
markets (Glückler 2010). Research in the German
market showed that new alliances clearly outnumbered new firm foundations during the last decade.
The growth of domestic sales alliances between image
suppliers in the same regional markets has become a
new phenomenon which reflects the increasing spe
cialization and division of labor along the supply chain
of visual content (Glückler 2010). This global survey is
the first empirical investigation of the scale and structure of the alliance practices in the world market for
stock images.

The General Alliance Pattern
As a general question, we asked respondents to indicate the total number of sales alliances by continent
and the direction of image trade. In terms of ‘receiv
ing’ alliances, 105 respondents reported that they
represented content from partners through 2,773 sales
partnerships around the world. On average, each image
supplier represented 26 other agencies. However, 50
per cent of all respondents had a maximum of six partnerships. This low median number suggests that a few
image suppliers account for a large part of total sales
alliances. The seven most collaborative agencies, for
instance, represented content from numerous partners
through 1,025 sales partnerships.
In turn, 138 image suppliers reported that they were
being represented by sales partners through a total
of 2,186 partnership agreements. Half of all agencies
distributed their content through a maximum of seven
partners. In comparison of ‘receiving’ and ‘sending’

7
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partnerships, representing clearly prevails over being
represented. In other words, image suppliers in our
sample are net collectors of images who source visual content from mostly smaller suppliers that are not
included in our survey.
Alliance behavior seems to be different for differ
ent license models. Agencies specialized on the trade
of royalty-free images (RF) distribute their content
through a significantly larger number of sales partners
than agencies specialized on rights-managed content
(RM). While RF-specialized agencies provide image
to an average of 17 partner agencies, RM-specialized
agencies only deliver content to 5 sales partners.

A Network Survey of Sales Partnerships

NETWORK GRAPH OF SALES ALLIANCES

In the more detailed analysis of a network survey,
we collected information on concrete sales relations
between the image suppliers. We asked each respondent to “please name those sales partnerships that you
consider most important for your picture business c.” In
addition, respondents were asked to provide the year
of establishment of their partnership and the direction
of image flow, i.e. whether they represented images of
a partner or distributed own images through a partner.
This base of information allows us to analyze the geographical and historical evolution of alliances as well
as the structure of the global network of partnerships
in image distribution. 124 image suppliers provided
information about their relations with their most important sales partners. These image suppliers indicated
additional 314 image suppliers as their important sales
partner. Hence, we generate a network of 438 image
suppliers and their mutual sales agreements 7 .
7
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DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCES HAVE
BEEN GROWING STRONGLY SINCE THE 1990S
8

Frequency
600
# international alliances
# domestic alliances

500

# image suppliers
400
300
200
100
0
1981

1986

1991

1996
Year

2001

2006

2011
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Growth Boom of Sales Partnerships
117 image suppliers were founded after 1995. According
to the historical establishment of firms, today’s population grew at an average rate of 4 per cent between 1995
and 2011. As we lack information about firm exits, i.e.
closures, mergers and acquisitions, we can only measure the growth rate of those image suppliers that have
survived until today. However, the annual growth rate
of new sales alliances has by far exceeded the growth of
new firms 8 .
While it remained rather stable until the mid1990’s, the rate of new alliance formation has experienced a steep rise over the last twelve years. The annual
growth rate of international alliances was 18 per cent
between 1995 and 2011. In 2011, survey respondents
reported a total number of 676 sales partnerships. The
vast majority (86 per cent) of these partnerships were
established between international partners which confirms the important role of sales partnerships to bridge
the boundaries of regional markets.
Interestingly, the number of domestic sales partnerships, i.e. alliances between agencies in the same country, began to flourish at an even higher annual rate of
20 per cent since the end of the 1990’s. The emergence
and growth of domestic partnerships is an expression
of the increasing division of labor, specialization and
diversification of business models in the stock image
market. These are in the focus of the next section.

New Business Models
CLASSIC AGENCIES STILL PREVAIL OVER NEW FORMS
OF SPECIALIZATION
# Agencies
50

9

43%
40

35%

30
18%

20

10

0

4%

Classic

Collector

Go-Between Distributor
© GSIM Heidelberg
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Four Types of Specialization
The increasing complexity of sales partnerships mirrors the deepening division of labor in the stock image
market. This section explores the new global division of
labor and analyzes the characteristics and performance
of the different value stage-based business models that
we deduce from the network analysis.
By cross tabulating the sources of image collection
(original creators vs. supplier partners) with the sales
targets (image users vs. sales partners) we define four
types of agencies that correspond with four distinct
value stages in the stock image value chain 9 . Classic
agencies receive the relative majority of their images
from original creators and generate more than 50 per
cent of their revenues with final image users. Collector agencies also receive the relative majority of their
images from original creators but realize the major
ity of revenues through sales partnerships with other
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THE FOUR BUSINESS MODELS DIFFER STRONGLY
IN PARTNERSHIP BEHAVIOR
receive

10

send

Classic

4

4

Classics

4

Collector

35

26

GoBetween

25

29

Distributor

16
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CLASSICS AND DISTRIBUTORS LEARN FROM USERS;
COLLECTORS AND GO-BETWEENS DEPEND ON
PARTNERS TO LEARN ABOUT MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

11
Image User

Sales Partner
important

important

7

7
6
5

5.7

5.6

5.8

5.2 5.4

4.6

6
5

4.1

4.2

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

Distributor
unimportant

Classic

1

Go-Between Collector
unimportant
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agencies. In contrast, distributor agencies receive the
relative majority of their images from partner agencies
and generate more than 50% of their revenues with final image users. The final group consists of go-between
agencies that receive and sell the majority of images
from and through partner agencies. This typology
includes all image suppliers in our sample that are involved in the trade of visual content subject to external
property right d.
In this survey, 43 per cent of the agencies were identified as classics, 18 per cent as collectors, 35 per cent
as distributors and 4 per cent as go-betweens. These
agencies include 15 archives and 9 photographer alli
ances that have become hybrids to the extent that they
are involved in the trade of external IP rights.

www.stockimagemarket.uni-hd.de

Classic agencies comprise the vast majority with 43 per
cent of all image suppliers in the survey. In accordance
with their value stage, classic agencies maintain the
fewest number of sales alliances with other agencies
among all types of agencies 10 . Consequently, classics
rate sales partners as a far less important source of
marketing knowledge 11. Instead, they maintain direct
relations with creators upstream and with image users
downstream the value chain. This classic intermediary
position implies that agencies have good access to content creators and image users at the same time. This
position permits them to flexibly adapt to customer
needs by quickly transferring customer requirements
to creators. In addition, almost thirty per cent of all
classics in the survey used search histories to provide
customized search results in future picture searches by
the same clients. Since classics are the only intermediary between creators and image users, they only need
to share revenues from royalties with creators, while
all other agency types have to share their royalties with
creators and additional sales partners.

Collectors
Collector agencies represent about one fifth of all agencies. They are located upstream the value chain. They
specialize on sourcing original photography mostly
from creators 13 and leave the marketing of their content to distributors or go-betweens by means of partnership. 10 demonstrates that collectors only have a
mean of four receiving alliances but the largest average
number of 34 alliances through which they distribute
their content. The type of specialization also makes a
big difference for the acquisition of market intelligence.

The Global Stock Image Market 2012

While classic agencies value their contact with image
users significantly higher than their few sales partners,
collector agencies clearly depend on their downstream
sales partners to learn about current and future market requirements 11. This is also reflected in the fact
that none of the collector agencies pursued any technique of customizing search results, while this practice
has been adopted by between a quarter and a third of
those agencies operating downstream the value chain
(classics and distributors). Instead, the core business
proposition seems to focus on the novelty, originality
and uniqueness of content: in 2011, 99 per cent of all
new images that collectors registered in their stocks
was original content from creators. Hence, collectors
are niche players who focus on unique image portfolios.
DISTRIBUTORS AND GO-BETWEENS ARE
LARGE, DIVERSIFIED IMAGE SUPPLIERS

Go-Betweens

# of images on stock (median)

12
1.5 m

110,000
90,000

55,000

Classic

Collector Go-Between Distributor
© GSIM Heidelberg

90 PER CENT OR MORE OF NEW IMAGES THAT
CLASSICS AND COLLECTORS ADD TO THEIR STOCK
IS ORIGINAL CONTENT FROM CREATORS
SHARE OF
ORIGINAL IMAGES
IN NEW CONTENT

TOTAL # OF
NEW ORIGINAL
IMAGES

CLASSIC

91 %

2,300,000

COLLECTOR

99 %

350,000

GO-BETWEEN

5%

45,000

DISTRIBUTOR

9%

3,000,000

13
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Go-betweens are a less frequent phenomenon and
seem to represent a highly focused business model.
Only five agencies corresponded with the definition
of having the majority of their content provided and
distributed with other agencies. This intermediary role
is reflected in the balanced number of 25 alliances in
both directions of receiving and sending images 10 .
Go-betweens are deep intermediaries between collectors and distributors. This implies that they are farthest
away both from creators and from image users. Consequently, go-betweens are the type of agency that has
added the least amount of original content to its stock
in 2011, both measured as a percentage of total new
content and in absolute terms. Jointly with collectors,
they depend on their sales partners to learn about new
market trends and opportunities 11.
Their business model seems to rest on the idea of
wholesaling, i.e. the resale of content received from
agencies to agencies abroad. Their contribution to the
trade of original content is rather limited 13 . Instead,
go-betweens are relatively big image suppliers. On av
erage, they hold the second largest image stock of more
than 110,000 images 12 . Hence, their business model
seems to be based on scale economies and the bridging
of disconnected market regions.

Distributors
More than one third of all agencies are classified as
distributor agencies. This is the second largest group of
agencies just after the classic agencies. They are char
acterized by a strong orientation on final image users
while sourcing the majority of their content through

The Global Stock Image Market 2012

collector or go-between agencies. Correspondingly,
they are the type of agency that have the highest av
erage number of sales partnerships through which they
receive visual content while, at the same time, they
have only few partners whom they provide with own
content 10 .
As a consequence of this broad sourcing strategy,
distributors are the largest enterprises as measured by
employment and total image stock 12 . The average distributor reports 1.5 million images on stock and almost
ten people on their payrolls. The business model of the
distributor agency rests on its immediate relation with
image users and its exceptional size of image stocks.
This makes distributors highly sensitive and responsive
to customer needs: nearly one third of all distributors
customize search results on the basis of previous search
histories, more than any other group of agencies. In
addition, distributors report the highest focus on their
image users among all types of agencies 11. Finally,
although only nine per cent of new images are original
content from creators, this low proportion translates
into an absolute number of over three million original
images that distributors offered to the global market in
2011 13 . It is the sheer scale that allows distributors to
offer extensive, highly diversified image portfolios to
image users.

The Performance of Business Models

NEW BUSINESS MODELS PURSUE DIVERGENT
VALUE CREATION STRATEGIES

GROSS VALUE
ADDED

GROSS VALUE
ADDED PER
NEW IMAGE

$ 90,000

$ 12.45

COLLECTOR

$ 205,255

$ 23.20

DISTRIBUTOR

$ 200,710

$ 1.00

CLASSIC

14
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The four different business models outlined above,
offer distinct opportunities to create and capture eco
nomic value from the trade of usage rights in visual
content. At each value stage, agencies may be successful in exploiting their opportunities as much as they
may lose against their competition. Hence, we do not
pretend that any business model proves superior to
all others. However, each of them is accompanied by
distinct risks and opportunities that are reflected in
measures of firm performance.
The biggest group of image suppliers is still represented by classic agencies that directly bridge creators
and image users and realize a mean Gross Value Add
e
ed (GVA) of $90,000 per agency. In contrast, the
new business models of creator-focused collectors
and customer-focused distributors realize more than
double a Gross Value Added per agency of $200,000.
In part, this difference is a result of firm sizes, although
collectors are amongst the smallest agencies in this
respect 14 .
The real difference becomes apparent when relating
GVA to total image stock and to the number of new
images added to the stock in 2011: The large distribu-
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tors achieve the smallest GVA per new image added
in 2011 of just $1.00, whereas classic agencies realize
twelve times the value added per new image ($12.45).
It has to be emphasized, that collectors realize the
highest GVA from the smallest image stocks and thus
achieve a GVA per new image added in 2011 of $23.20.
These findings suggest that, on average, both new
business models outperform the incumbent benchmark
of the classic agencies, yet in different ways. Collectors realize high GVA through a quality niche strategy
that yields high earnings per image, whereas distributors realize a high GVA by pursuing scale advantages.
Unfortunately, we cannot rigorously assess the performance of go-betweens due to the low number of cases
observed in the survey.

Outlook
New Business Models
This report has focused on the practice of marketing,
distribution and business models that emerge from
an increasing division of labor in the collection and
distribution of visual content in the global stock image
market. 15 summarizes the main characteristics of
the four business models identified in this survey and
illustrates how diverse the business opportunities and
specialization strategies have become in this industry.
More research is needed to unravel the evolution and
economic impact of new business models and value
stages that emerge from an increasing division of labor.
BUSINESS MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
Selling images to

Creators
Partners

Collecting images from

Image Users

15

Partners

CLASSIC
- Creator and customer focus
- Largest group of agencies
- Original content
- No royalty-sharing with partners
- customized image stocks
- moderate GVA but high value added per image

COLLECTOR
- Exclusive creator focus
- Quality niche: unique content
- Distribution through partners
- Royalty-sharing with creators and partners
- High GVA and highest value added per image

DISTRIBUTOR
- Exclusive customer focus
- Economies of scale:
largest firms with largest image portfolios
- Royalty-sharing with partners
- Pronounced market intelligence
- High GVA but lowest value added per image

GO-BETWEEN
- Exclusive partner focus
- Redundant content
- Small enterprises with large image stock
- Royalty-sharing with partners at both ends of
value chain
© GSIM Heidelberg
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The Future of Congresses

WOULD YOU WISH TO ATTEND ADDITIONAL
INDUSTRY EVENTS?

YES
NO

57%
43%

16
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WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS WITH RESPECT TO
INTERNATIONAL SALES PARTNERSHIPS
IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS?

The Future of Alliance Behavior
17

37%

We have planned no changes.

We will increase their number
to develop an international network.

48%

will decrease their number,
4% We
but establish foreign-based offices of our own.

will decrease their number
11% We
and extend e-commerce business.
0

20

40

60

80

100 %
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This report has also demonstrated the importance
of temporary industry events and conferences for an
increasingly globalizing industry. These industry events
are particularly important for agencies from more peripheral markets. In a geographical perspective, image
suppliers from regions other than the traditional core
markets in Western Europe and the US reported higher
mean benefits of attending these events.
Moreover, the desire of image suppliers to come
together in industry gatherings has not been exhausted
by the current number of events. When asked if they
wished and attended additional congresses, trade fairs
or conferences, 57% of all image suppliers confirmed
their interest in more participation 16 . Hence, although
there are many industry events, the majority of the
agencies wish for more congresses and conferences
on the stock image business. Industry congresses are
indispensable opportunities for agencies to spot market
trends and to cultivate existing as well as establish new
partnerships to service international markets.

www.stockimagemarket.uni-hd.de

The historical analysis of sales alliances in this report
has demonstrated just how disproportionately partnerships have grown over the last decade. Despite this
tremendous boom, their number is most likely to see
more growth in the future. While 37 per cent of image
suppliers reported they did not consider expansion or
other changes of their current alliance portfolio, the
majority of nearly half of all respondent firms indi
cated plans for continuous growth of their distribution
networks. Only 15 per cent of suppliers planned to
decrease their number of sales partnerships either to
set up own affiliates abroad (4 per cent) or to replace
partners by stronger international e-commerce offer
ings 17 . The third report of the GSIM Survey 2012 will
focus on the geographical dimension and consequences
of these industry dynamics.
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Market intelligence, first introduced by
Moyer (1972), describes “a broader concept
than customers’ verbalized needs and
preferences in that it includes an analysis
of exogenous factors that influence those
needs and preferences” (Kohli and Jaworski
1990, p. 4), as well as a concern for future
needs rather than just current ones. We
define market intelligence as the process
of acquiring and analyzing information in
order to understand the market (Reiffenstein et al. 2002).
b

Countries were labeled English-speaking if
English is either the official language or the
lingua franca of a large proportion of the
population.
c

We concentrate on those relationships that
image suppliers consider as most important
for their business. This decision has various
reasons: first, a considerable number of
image suppliers maintain sales agreements
with a great number of partners, sometimes
several hundreds. It would be impossible to
expect a respondent to provide detailed information on so many parallel agreements
in a mail survey. Second, the mere existence
of a contractual arrangement with strategic
partners does not reveal much about the
real business value of that relationship.
In other words, a full list of partnerships
would not necessarily reflect the economic
impact of the network. Third, we dispensed
with detailed questions on the transaction
volume between the partners in order to
respect the privacy and confidentiality of
our research. Hence, we focused on the ‘important’ partnerships by consciously leaving
the definition of important open to the
respondent. This is because a sales partnership can be important in terms of revenues,
in terms of visibility and reputation or in
terms legitimacy.
d

Whenever an image supplier is involved in
the trade of content not owned by him, we
treat it as an agency and include it in our
typology. Over the last years, agencies have
begun to run their own image productions, especially in royalty-free pictures.
Conversely, creators (e.g., photographer
alliances) as well as archives have started
collecting content from external creators or
partner suppliers and trading this content
to image users or partner agencies. We
capture this growing hybridity by including
those cooperatives of creators and archives
into our model whenever they are involved
in the trade of external content not exclu
sively produced by them. In contrast, when
ever an image supplier is only involved in
the marketing of own content we treat it as
a creator and exclude it from our typology.

15
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e

Gross value added is defined as the differ
ence between revenues received through
royalties from image users and sales
partners and external costs for intermediate inputs (royalties paid to creators and
sales partners). GVA is a more appropriate
measure of firm performance than gross
revenues since it focuses on the additional
gross value created within a firm (Glückler and Panitz 2013). However, GVA does
not correspond with the concept of profit
because it still includes internal costs (e.g.
wages).
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